Choice ’68 Offers Students Opportunity To Voice Opinions

by Carol Johnson

"Choice ’68," a national collegiate presidential primary sponsored by Time, will be held on campus April 24.

The ballot contains a list of 14 candidates for the presidency and three referendum questions, two dealing with U.S. involvement in Vietnam and one dealing with government spending priorities for urban problems.

The candidates are: Fred Halstead, Mark Hatfield, Lyndon Johnson, Robert Kennedy, Martin Luther King, John Lindsey, Eugene McCarthy, Richard Nixon, Charles Percy, George Romney, Ronald Reagan, Nelson Rockefeller, Harold Stassen and George Wallace.

Questions

In reference to the questions on military action in Vietnam the voters may choose either immediate withdrawal, phased re- traction of forces, maintaining the current level, increasing the level or all out effort.

Robert Harris, a recent gradu- ate of Michigan State Univer- sity, supported this idea. He thought the poll necessary because there are 7,000,000 stu- dents in college, 70 per cent of which are under 21 so they are unable to vote "though their political maturity and interest are as high as at any time in history."

The national board of direc- tors of the primary, comprised entirely of students, stated that "a large vote will be sure proof of the political responsibility and maturity of students." 

Student Reaction

There has been a positive re- action among college which have been contacted. Already there has been a 50 per cent response.

(Continued on Page 4, Col. 5)

Glassman Receives Threatening Form

For Participation In Vietnam Protest

Mr. Ronald Glassman, assistant professor of sociology, received a threatening printed form from the Minuteman Tiers, Mar. 5.

According to Mr. Glassman, the letter was a photostated copy of the standard form sent out by the group. The location of the sender had been concealed by placing the postmark such that only the date could be seen.

When he received the letter, Glassman notified the police and tried to contact the New London F.B.I. The police came to his office, but he indicated that they were not extremely helpful.

The New London Daily Glassman the following morning at 9:00 and saw a front page story on the incident the same night. Mr. Glassman stated that he was threatened by the Minutemen because of the picture and article in the Day concerning the protest against the Vietnam War held here Feb. 28.

When asked about the public- ity that had grown out of this threat, Mr. Glassman said, "I allowed this information to be released in Conn Censure because students should know about this nationwide organization and the actions they have. As the problems in the ghettos and the problems of the war increase, the voters, and forces, organizations are getting larger. I just want to educate the College to the fact they exist. Not many Americans believe this."

Trademark of the Minutemen

Underneath the print of the letter the Minuteman was notified "Trainers Beware," it stated: "See the old man at the corner where you buy your paper? He may have a silenced equiped pistol under his coat. That extra fountain pen in the pocket of the insurance salesman who calls on you might be a suicide gas gun. What about your mill run? Are you sure it’s safe? You auto mechanic may stay up nights studying booby traps. These patriots are not going to let you take their freedom and git from them. They have learned the silent knife, the strangler's cord, the target rifle that hits sparrow at 200 yards. Trainers beware. Even now the cross hairs are on the back of your neck."

The vote was simply signed "Minutemen."
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Editorial...

Ed. Note—Unsigned Editors indicate that the entire Editorial staff is in agreement with the statements.

An Annual ConnQuest

ConnQuest was the greatest mind-expanding experience this college has created for its students. Conn has previously been the source of the funds, time and effort to sponsor a ConnQuest weekend only once every two years. Within the framework of such a program Connecticut College can attract new facts and ideas but it also made them re-examine previous misconceptions. If Conn is to have a ConnQuest next year plans must be made to extend the ConnQuest concept. The Administration's policy of non-commitment is to be done away with someday, but the administration must force us to take a stand. What should be examined, however, are the reasons for President Shain's silence on such matters.

Fanning's Silence

Fanning's silence during the Vietnam protest vigil was a bone of contention for many concerned students and faculty.

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:

The protesters have nothing to fear. But that is for their right. What I would like to protest now, is some of the iniquity and anti-fees which Conn is to have a ConnQuest next year plans must be made to extend the ConnQuest concept. The Administration's policy of non-commitment is to be done away with someday, but the administration must force us to take a stand. What should be examined, however, are the reasons for President Shain's silence on such matters.
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Holland To Publish "The Kings In Winter"

by Emily Sagan

Cecilia Holland '65 is at present the author of several books, including The Firebrand, and, most recently, The Kings In Winter, a recognized author.

Favorable book reviews and enthusiastic public reception have contributed to her early success when she said: "I take much more than three books to make a dent in the literary community."

To date Miss Holland has written several book reviews, and she said: "I think it's very hard to criticize other people's work." Also, she has written a movie for Universal Pictures and is currently writing the script for a movie of her first book. She said she has "the best cooperation" from the producers and that they probably can't read Shakespeare.

According to Miss Holland, she said: "It's not a particular style." She remarked, however, that: "I try to develop, while studying western medieval. If anything, though, my style contains elements of old English ballads."

"I aspire to write a book in which the historical background becomes incidental," Miss Holland declared. "I wanted to walk the tone of pain of peace marches."

Students who would be interested in serving as Housefellows during Summer '69 are invited to make appointments as early as possible for interviews with Miss. Trippe. Applications will be received until Spring vacation. The number of openings is uncertain, but consideration will be given to those interested, and those who do not receive appointments as Housefellows will be considered for Substitute Housefellows.


twenty-seven seniors that were elected to membership in Phi Beta Kappa will be honored at the initiation ceremony, Wed. March 13, presided over by Dr. Katherine Finney, professor of economics, and president of the Delta of Connecticut chapter of Phi Beta Kappa.

Among the group of scholars recognized for academic distinction is a student who finished her degree requirements in Jan.: two Woodrow Wilson Designates and two honor mention winners in the graduate fellowship competition; and a French-and-Chinese language.

According to departments, three Phi Beta Kappas each in the English, history, and sociology and anthropology departments in physics, chemistry, and mathematics.


Conn Organizes Committee For Racial Communication

An organizational meeting of students interested in forming a group to work on the study of Racial Attitudes was held by five UConn Student study last Wednesday. The program is aimed at educating the community on racial issues.

The planning committee has been formed, which under the guidance of Rev. Shillinger will decide just what direction C.U.R.A. will take on this project. Kant See '70, Jane Silver '70, Diane Levy '70 are the committee members.

According to Diane Levy, there will probably be several regional chapters, and a C.U.R.A. newsletter going to effective except in small groups. "Once the planning committee has formulated its definite program, those who signed up interested and unable to attend the meeting, must contact any of these tasks.

O.D.D. BODKINS

I DON'T LIKE RUBBERGUM SOAP. I LIKE RUBBERGUM SOAP NOW, THANKS. IT'S BETTER, 205N, AND ANOTHER."
Dropping Out
Earn More

IITHACA, N.Y. (CP) - A college graduate's lifetime earnings would be doubled if he remained in school but invested his money in the stock market, according to a recent report. However, such an investment is not recommended unless you are an experienced and informed investor.

A third nationwide SMC conference in Champaign on the status of women was also noted to vote on the role of women in society and the rights of women to self-determination. The conference was attended by over 10,000 women from around the world.

The strike is called by the newly formed National Black Anti-War and Anti-Draft Union (NBWADU).

NBWADU was formed by the Black caucus at the conference. Its first actions were to organize an international conference of black students around the world.

The move is called by the newly formed National Black Anti-War and Anti-Draft Union (NBWADU). The union has stated that its primary goal is to unite and pool its resources to bring about the end of the war.

The strike is called by the newly formed National Black Anti-War and Anti-Draft Union (NBWADU).

The strike is called by the newly formed National Black Anti-War and Anti-Draft Union (NBWADU). The union has stated that its primary goal is to unite and pool its resources to bring about the end of the war.
Lounge and Manno
Elected Presidents

Elections for the next year's Junior and Senior class officers were held Thursday, March 7. Junior class president will be Linda Mannio and vice-president will be Nancy Gilbert. For the third year, Cheryl Anderson will act as secretary, and Debbie Footer will be the class treasurer. The job of social chairman will be filled by Glenis Akins and Pauline Schwoord will again be Campus play director.

Representatives for Honor Court will be Raphael Shephard and Debbie Stone, and for Academic Committee will be Anita Lindouze and Peggy Wiegeland.

Senior Class Officers
Ellen Lounge will become president for the senior class and Jane Hagstrom will be the vice-president. Ann Troubl will be the secretary and Marilyn West will be class treasurer.

Results for other offices are:

CANDIDATE OF THE YEAR

Athena Demos and Sylvia Icken were re-elected as candidate of the year.

FRESHMAN ELECTIONS

Freshman class elections were re-held yesterday. Results for other offices are:

PRESIDENT FOR THE SOPHOMORE CLASS

Anita Laudone and Peggy Welnh, will be the president for the sophomore class and Debbie Stone, and for Academic Committee will be Audra Linouze and Peggy Weigeland.

CLASS PRESIDENTS
Ellen Lounge '69 and Linda Mannio 70.

The senior representatives for the Academic Committee will be Sandy Turner and Sue Schafotte. Allow Boyd and Molly Shannon will become the Honor Court representatives.

FRESHMAN ELECTIONS

Freshman class elections were held yesterday. Due to unforeseen circumstances, results have not been published.

LONG CENSUS

Page Five

Educators To Lose
A Chief Spokesman

WASHINGTON (CPS)—When Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare John W. Gardner leaves the Cabinet this week, educators will be losing their closest—if not their last—true friend in the Johnson Administration.

Gardner has been one of education's chief spokesmen for more than a decade, and he unashamedly continued to work for the advancement of all levels of education. But most educators believe his exit from the Cabinet will leave a vacuum which will indeed be difficult to fill, especially at a time when many federal education programs are being sacrificed to help pay for the Vietnam war.

Without doubt, Gardner has been the most scholarly member of President Johnson's Cabinet. He has been the major link between the President and the academic community, and without him Johnson probably will find it difficult to even maintain his contacts and rapport at all with educators and intellectuals.

Prestige

In addition to his prestige with educators, Gardner also has enjoyed unprecedented respect and influence on Capitol Hill. Many Congressmen have given him credit for a new enthusiasm which has been generated in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare during his two and one-half years as Secretary.

His reasons for leaving are unclear, although most observers think that his resignation was related to the severe budget cuts in his department. Others speculated that he also wanted to disassociate himself with the Administration's foreign policy.

Free and Strong

As HEW Secretary, Gardner had maintained a push for better schools, equal educational opportunities, eradication of slums and improved health facilities. He has been largely responsible for considerable progress in those areas, but he recognizes that much remains to be done.

In a recent report, the Cabinet's education employees confirmed that HEW employees, said, "Too many children and too many adults in this free society still live under the restraints of ignorance, disease, want, discrimination, physical handicap or mental illness. These tyrannies keep them dependent. We want them to be free and strong."

As this statement indicates, Gardner is an able and responsible social critic. In a recent speech, he said, "We are in deep trouble as a people. And history is not going to deal kindly with a rich nation that will not tax itself to cure its miseries."

Cut Flowers

Gardner has firm beliefs about what constitutes real education. "All too often we are giving our young people cut flowers when we should be teaching them to grow their own," he said. "We are stuffing their heads with the products of earlier innovation. We think of the mind as a stovehouse to be filled with the smoke of wisdom until such thinking is of an instrument to be used."

Gardner has frequently emphasized that colleges and universities should permit greater diversity in the circumstances under which learning takes place. He also has held that there is a "false emphasis" on formal education. "When the populace as a whole comes to recognize that education should be an enduring thing in life's affairs and can take place in a variety of settings, then the artificial emphasis on certain types of education will recede. Emphasis will be on individual fulfillment and personal growth, however they may best be furthered. And they will be sought for all."

Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.

For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135

The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his maximum potential in the subject, or subjects, of his choice.

We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these outstanding instructional techniques have shown proven results for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE

The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to give a complete money back guarantee; if after instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.

For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:
The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135

Please include:

Name: ____________________________ 1 1
Address: ____________________________ 2 2
City: ____________________________ 3 3
State: ____________________________ 4 4
Zip Code: ____________________________ 5 5
College or U.: ____________________________ 6 6

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities. 20% discount for groups of ten or more. Please include organization title.

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.
Teacher Corps Aiding Low Income Educational Systems

The Teacher Corps is a nationwide effort to increase educational opportunities for children from low-income families. The two-year-old program operates by converting non-education majors into poverty school teachers.

Service in the Teacher Corps includes enrollment in a university for two years of non-teacher-faculty student leading to a Master's Degree and on-the-job training in poverty area schools and community education work.

Living Allowance

Interns are paid a living allowance of $75 per week. They serve in teams of 5 or 6 under the direction of an experienced teacher. At the end of the two-year internship, Corps members receive permanent teachers' certificates from the state in which they have served.

Presently Corps training teams in 124 school systems and study in

Students Info Form

At a meeting of 11 concerned students last Tuesday night held at the house of Phillip Goldberg, associate professor of psychology, the Volunteer Information Committee was officially formed. The main objectives of the newly-formed committee are to organize an educational campaign on the campus and in the New London community centered around the issues of Vietnam and to instigate action.

The tentative plan of action includes circulation of literature in all the dormitories and in the community, discussion groups in the house, and a canvass of the area's views on the war.

A forum, open to the campus community and surrounding university students held one even in April is presently being planned with the Administration.

Gibbs: geared for college girls

Gibbs is geared for college girls who want top-paying, challenging jobs.

Gibbs, leader in the field, is geared for the up and Gaming.

Gibbs is geared for college girls who want top-paying, challenging jobs.

Write College Dean for GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK.

Katharine Gibbs secretarial

123 Market St., Boston, Mass. 02110
120 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
281 Main St., Montreal, H2Y 1G4
175 S. Loop St., Dallas, Tex. 75204

Dartmouth College

COEDUCATIONAL SUMMER TERM

June 30 — August 24

LIBERAL ARTS Courses in humanities, sciences, social sciences — intensive foreign language instruction — introductory computer course.

CONGREGATION OF THE ARTS Courses in theatre, music, painting, sculpture, symphony and Chamber Orchestras, master classes, Composers-in-residence: Albino Gutierrez, English, Blackwood, and Niel Viggo Bentzon.

Dartmouth Repertory Theater Co. — professional and student actors.

Philomath Society.

For information send special course below to Dartmouth College, P.O. Box 586, Hanover, N.H. 03755

Please send me summer term information

NAME

ADDRESS

ZIP

NEWS NOTES

The Student Lounge of Carrier at 8:45 p.m.

Justice Dorr, boss with the Metropolitan Opera, New York, will perform March 20 at 8:30 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium.

MAY'S RESTAURANT FEATURING HELLING FOODS

452 Williams Street
New London, Conn.
Telephone 447-0400

The General Manager of New London, 432-7093

Free Parking at Wakeley I-D

GARDE

Held over!
1-305-510-715-900

BEAUTY DANUBE

Elliott Center

NOMINATED FOR BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR

And 10 other Academy Awards
Best Actor • Best Actress
Best Director and 7 others

TECHNIQUES FROM WORLDMARK MAIL (10 PER YEAR)

Vincent's Beauty Salon

362 Elm Street
New London, Conn.

Introductory Sale on Wiglets, Falls, and Wiglets

MARCH 12, 13, 14

STUDENTS!

PUT LOW COST CHARTER FARES INTO YOUR TOUR PLANS FOR EUROPE IN 60 NO CLUB OR SPECIAL GROUP MEMBERSHIP NEEDED TO QUALIFY.

12 exciting "young look" packages 46 to 60 days from as low as $1080. 4 departures June 18, 23, 25, 29. Save more than ever.

Trellis with fellow students from colleges and universities throughout the United States and Canada. Lots of leisure time.

Also available: 12 spectator coach tours. THA and luxury chartered, superior hotel accommodations, first class rail, all tax-exempt features. From 15 days and $460.30.

Let us help you make your plans. For further details.

KAPLAN'S TRAVEL BUREAU

140 STATE ST NEW LONDON

In New York City: Calvin/Kaplan/Ross-743 Fifth Ave.